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this is a pretty funny comedy. the cast (clark duke, rob corddry, craig robinson) have a great chemistry.
the one bit that bothered me was when lou did something that undermined what the movie was about.

lou is an extremely lucky person who is good at his job. in this case, he turns back the clock, and
everybody wins. it felt a bit out of place. apart from this niggle, i laughed a lot at this movie. the special

effects are really good, and it's great to watch people jumping into tubes and getting carried away.
especially fun is watching the characters navigate the bathtubs and trippy time travel at the same time.

so, the production values are good, and some of the special effects are excellent. the cast, though,
weren't quite as successful. the three leads (rob corddry, craig robinson, clark duke) don't quite have the
chemistry needed to make the sequences work. i thought the script was weak, and there were so many

actions set up, and then abandoned, in the last third of the movie. it felt like it was done at the last
minute, and at times, the plot felt like it was only there to pad the runtime. i also didn't really like the

fact that when lou was in his tub, he didn't seem to look forward to the future as much as he looks
worried he won't be able to get back in time. i'd give it two stars. i love how there's a comment on how
middle class people like to spend money and feel wealthy. i am most definitely a middle class person

who thinks i spend far too much money on various toys and leisure activities. if this were based on reality
i'd be in the deep deep hole now.
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charlie sheen and will ferrell headlined the time traveler's wife and the time machine. and both are
worth a peek if you still have reservations about this series. while they're fun films, neither are all

that great. this one is no different. this version spends most of its time in the form of a documentary.
apparently, charlie sheen used to have a dry-ass past. if so, then there are two things you can safely

assume about the history of sci-fi time travel. 1. its not very interesting. 2. both films would have
been better without it. the time traveler now averages an impressive 3.1 rating on imdb. but what's

with this series? since its time machine was the second of this wave, it's hard to figure out if this
series should be forgotten or repostered. the time travelers weren't very good films, but when will

audiences get to see a good one? this is an enjoyable film with funny people and a good premise. its
one of those movies with a loose connection to reality. if you enjoy that sort of thing, this is the film

for you. if youre the type that reads the plot up front and expects much more, then youll hate it.
thankfully, its not the worst film in the series. part of wag's mission is to give moviegoers what they

want. to that end, we've created a handful of search functions designed to help you find exactly
what youre looking for. some of our features include: time machine: view all titles in this series and

remember the ones you've seen before. location: you can refine your search by location to find
movies that were released in your country or overseas. themes: view our unique selections of

movies in a specific theme. series: find the complete set of movies in a series. tags: use wag's tag
cloud to find movies with specific tags or to find the films with one of your interests. advanced

search. 5ec8ef588b
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